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Foreword
If you want to obtain a broad understanding of Namibia and 
what makes it tick, this new Atlas is the book for you. It is an 
outstanding and comprehensive compendium about the country. 
Every household should have a copy, there should be many 
copies in every library in the country, and it should be available 
in reference libraries all over the world. Apart from being a 
valuable reference to every Namibian, this atlas will provide 
investors with the starting point to understanding Namibia.

Expanding on the atlas of Namibia produced in 2002, 
this atlas has 11 chapters and twice as many pages. Data have 
been updated and sections on water, soils, vegetation, wildlife 
and socioeconomics have developed into individual chapters. 
Each chapter ends with a useful summary of key points, and 
endnotes lead the reader and researcher to more detailed 
publications. This has been possible through the contributions 
of over 40 team members, each a specialist in their field, and 
through consultation with and the assistance of numerous 
other experts. Contributions large and small were then crafted 

together by a handful of compiling authors.
The product is an atlas that reveals how nature and people 

have adapted to Namibia’s contrasting landscapes and its 
range of climates – from the hyper-arid Namib Desert in the 
west to semi-arid, broadleaf woodlands and lush riparian 
vegetation in the northeast. It illustrates that even the Namib is 
an area of great variety, from its grass- and shrub-dominated 
southern area to its extensive central Namib Sand Sea and 
its plains, mountains and dune fields further north, all the 
dissected by westward-flowing rivers that form linear oases. 
Surface flows in these and other inland ephemeral rivers 
contrast markedly with the country’s perennial border rivers. 
Significant, but erratic rainfall, is limited largely to four 
summer months. Consequently much of the country, and the 
rural economy in particular, relies totally on groundwater. 

This atlas offers a collection of maps, charts and images 
that illustrate topics ranging from aridity to zebras in 
Zambezi; annual averages and long- and short-term variations; 
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CONTRIBUTORS,  
in alphabetical order
Hendrik Andersen fog
Francois Becker reptiles; amphibians
Johannes Behringer rock art
Piet Beytell elephant and zebra    
  movements
Justine Braby human well-being
Peter Breunig rock art
Hugh Bruce water supply
Gys Burger water supply
Gert Cloete ephemeral rivers
Marina Coetzee soils
Kevin Coldrey climate change
Patricia Craven plant diversity and endemism
Barbara Curtis invasive alien plants
Helge Denker wildlife crime
Katharina Dierkes groundwater; surface water 
  supply; townlands data
Simon Elwen dolphins; whales
David Frantz bushfires
Bonnie Galloway useful plants
Joh Henschel tenebrionid beetles
Martin Hipondoka liberation battles
Jason Indongo geology; minerals
John Irish springs, pans and dams; 
  invertebrates
Jürgen Kirchner groundwater
Nicky Knox plant production
Herta Kolberg plant diversity and endemism
Pauline Lindeque elephant distribution; 
  game farms
Celia Mendelsohn place names
Sophie Nangolo townlands data
John Pallett carnivores; movements and 
  migration; bird endemism
Shelley Rothmann macrofungi
Ann Scott blue cranes
Mike Scott blue cranes
Loide Shaamhula liberation battles
Marion Stellmes bushfires
Mirja Stoldt data management
Herman Strydom townlands data
Roger Swart landscapes; geology 
Jane Turpie natural economy
Cornelis van der Waal plant production
Detlof von Oertzen energy
Joe Walter rock art
Alwis Weerasinghe demographics
Jens Wiedow national heritage sites

and contrasts and convergences. Fresh and interesting topics 
are tackled, including our historical heritage and the meaning 
of place names, indigenous plant products and wildlife 
migrations, and our happiness.  Critically, attention has also 
been given to Namibia’s marine environment, livelihoods and 
land, species diversity and habitat loss, resource economics and 
management, human–wildlife conflict, and climate change, 
and much more. 

Over the past 20 years, I regularly used the earlier Atlas of 
Namibia in my work; I’m sure I will find even greater use for 
this one. I would like to congratulate the authors and all the 
contributors for their dedication and perseverance in bringing 
to fruition an outstanding reference work that will be their 
legacy for decades to come.

Roy Miller
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the 
Namibia Nature Foundation

Atlas of Namibia Team
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Preface
This is the third geographical profile and atlas of Namibia. 
The first, the National Atlas of South West Africa (Namibia), 
edited by J.H. van der Merwe, was published in 1983. 
Nineteen years later, in 2002, a second atlas followed, the 
Atlas of Namibia, A portrait of the land and its people. And 
after another 20 years, here is the Atlas of Namibia: its land, 
water and life.

This atlas of 2022 follows much of the format and style 
developed in the 2002 atlas. Funding for the 2002 atlas was 
kindly provided by the Embassy of Finland in its support of 
Namibia’s development. More print runs followed, but the 
book was soon out of print. Requests for a new edition, or 
more print runs, were frequent.

The German development agency Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (or, as it is more commonly 
known, GIZ) generously funded the production of this new 
atlas. This investment is gratefully acknowledged by the 
Namibia Nature Foundation (the publisher) and the authors 
of this new publication. The atlas was produced by The Atlas 
of Namibia Team (page vii), which comprised people who 
compiled draft sections and major sets of data and analyses 
that were specially required for this publication.

Many other people and institutions gave support in the form 
of data, photographs, advice, knowledge and encouragement. 
The Atlas Team is extremely grateful to all these people and 
organisations, and acknowledges their contributions.

More information is available in the world than ever before. 
In Namibia, hundreds of surveys, mapping projects, censuses 
and research studies have been conducted in recent decades. 
Each day, international remote-sensing services collect hundreds 
of satellite images that measure rainfall, cloud cover, atmospheric 
particles, plant growth, urban development, floodwaters, fires, 
and much more. Retrieving and analysing this information, and 
understanding what it all means is a challenge. A goal of this 
atlas is to help ease this challenge by compiling a synthesis of 
knowledge that portrays aspects of Namibia’s land, water and 
life. The information covers a wide range of topics, with many 
linkages between them, yet is still far from comprehensive. 
Topics included mirror intellectual and public interest, their 
relevance to Namibia and the availability of recent data. 

There is another intention behind the atlas. This is to do with 
exploring the connections between the wide range of topics it 
covers. It is our hope that while readers look at the pages on 
climate, for example, the effects that weather patterns have 
on plants or soils, which in turn affect farming and people’s 
livelihoods, will be evident. Each section of this atlas stands on 
its own, but each also adds value to topics on other pages. This is 
the strength of geography, studying the natural features around 
us, our response to them and, in turn, our impacts on them. 

This atlas was published in 2022 based on information 
assembled in 2019–2021, but it also depicts trends using 
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data collected years and sometimes decades earlier. The aim 
is to take stock of Namibia at this time, consider how it has 
changed, and help open our eyes to changes to come. Much 
of Namibia’s demographic and economic environment has 
changed substantially during the past few decades. These 
changes have impacts on water, soils, vegetation and wildlife, 
and they affect how land is valued and used, how towns 
develop and how people live.

More changes will come. Each day, motion is everywhere: 
in wandering animals, growing plants, germinating seeds, 
gusts from the south or breezes from the east, migrations of 
people, evolving economies, children acquiring knowledge. 

We trust that the people of Namibia will find the contents 
of this atlas interesting and instructive, and that it will 
contribute to Namibia’s development.

The release of the 2002 atlas was soon followed 
by making most of the source data available 
through <www.the-eis.com>. This is the website 
for Namibia’s Environmental Information 
Service (EIS), which provides a wide range of 
environmental information in a variety of formats. 
Over time, hundreds of datasets have been added 
to its electronic library (the ‘eLibrary’), as well 
as thousands of published papers, books and 
unpublished reports relevant to Namibia and 
often its neighbours. Other components of the EIS 
collect data through a citizen science biodiversity 
and cultural atlassing project, and publish research 
results through the online Namibian Journal of 
Environment. Access to all these resources is free; 
the use of the-eis has grown by leaps and bounds. 
All data from this publication, Atlas of Namibia: 
its land, water and life, are available through this 
portal and <atlasofnamibia.online> for the use 
of students, technicians, scientists and anyone 
interested in exploring Namibia’s fascinating 
geography further.

Abbreviations, symbols and units
/ per
% per cent
° E degree(s) east
° N degree(s) north
° S degree(s) south
° W degree(s) west
°C degree(s) Celsius
CC closed corporation
CO2 carbon dioxide
F fluoride
h hour(s)
ha hectare(s) = 0.01 square
 kilometres
g gram(s)
l litre(s)

m metre(s)
m2 square metre(s)
m3 cubic metre(s)
masl metre(s) above sea level
mbsl metre(s) below sea level
mya million years ago
NGO non-governmental 
 organisation
N$ Namibian dollar(s)
NDVI normalised difference 
 vegetation index
NO3 nitrate
PLAN People’s Liberation Army 
 of Namibia
Pty propriety

s second(s)
SADF South African Defence Force
SO4 sulfate
SWANU South West Africa National 
 Union
SWAPO South West Africa People’s 
 Organisation
t tonne(s) = metric ton(s) = 
 1,000 kilograms
TDS total dissolved solids
UN United Nations
V volt(s)
W watt(s)
Wh watt-hour(s)

Metric prefixes 
Prefix Symbol Factor Power          Example
nano n 0.000,000,001 10-9      ns  = nanosecond

micro µ 0.000,001 10-6     µg  = microgram
milli m 0.001 10-3   mm  = millimetre
centi c 0.01 10-2     cm = centimetre
(none) (none) 1 100      m  = metre
kilo k 1,000 103    km  = kilometre
mega M 1,000,000 106 Mm3  = million (or mega) cubic metre
giga G 1,000,000,000 109 GWh = gigawatt-hour
tera T 1,000,000,000,000 1012 TWh = terawatt-hour


